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We break a cryptosystem by Kish and Sethuraman and show that the authentication
problem of their protocol can be fixed. We prove that finding an instance of this cryp-
tosystem, which meets the design criteria, would show that P 6= NP.
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1. Introduction

In [2], Kish and Sethuraman introduced a data encryption scheme that allows two
parties to exchange information over a public channel without prior key exchange.
The scheme assumes that Alice and Bob, respectively, have a set of invertible opera-
tors A = {A(x) |x ∈ IA} and B = {B(y) | y ∈ IB} such that A(x)B(y) = B(y)A(x)
holds for all x in IA and all y in IB . We assume that there exist efficient polynomial
time algorithms to compute A(x), B(y) and their inverses; otherwise, the system is
not of practical interest.

The scheme proposed in [2] works as follows: If Alice wants to communicate a
message m to Bob, then she selects uniformly at random some operator A(x) from
A and sends A(x)m over the public channel to Bob. Then Bob selects uniformly
at random an operator B(y) from B and replies by communicating B(y)A(x)m to
Alice. She communicates A(x)−1B(y)A(x)m = B(y)m back to Bob. It is possible
for Bob to recover the message m by applying B(y)−1 to the received cryptogram
B(y)m.

The authors claim that the system is unconditionally secure for a proper choice
of operator sets A and B, but the current version of the protocol is easily broken
with a man-in-the-middle attack. Indeed, suppose that Eve intercepts the messages



from Alice and pretends to be Bob; this allows her to learn the message. Eve can
relay the message to Bob by pretending to be Alice, so that the interception will go
unnoticed.

It is possible to fix the problem of the protocol by augmenting it with standard
authentication methods, see [3, Chapter 11]. For example, if Alice and Bob share a
public key infrastructure, then they can use digital signatures to sign the messages.
The problem in the original protocol illustrates that the system is certainly not
more secure than methods of quantum cryptography, as was suggested in [2].

2. Complexity

Kish and Sethuraman impose a natural constraint on the operators A(x) and B(y):

(?) It should be infeasible to determine the message B(y)−1B(y)m = m by ob-
serving the publicly transmitted messages A(x)m, B(y)A(x)m, and B(y)m.

In the usual terminology of cryptography, this means that A(x) and B(y) are sup-
posed to be trapdoor one-way permutations.

The last remark puts the open question from [2] regarding the existence of
suitable systems A and B into perspective. Systems A and B of polynomial time
computable operators satisfying (?) exist if and only if the class P of all languages
that are acceptable by a polynomial time deterministic Turing machine can be
separated from UP ∩ coUP, where UP is the class of all languages that are accepted
by a nondeterministic Turing machine that runs in polynomial time and has on any
input at most one accepting path [1]. In particular, if one can show that systems
A and B of efficiently computable operators exist which satisfy (?), then P 6= NP.

Therefore, we might have to settle for systems that might not satisfy (?). A
natural example is given by the RSA public key cryptosystem [4], which can be used
in the Kish and Sethuraman encryption scheme as follows: Choose two distinct large
primes p and q. Let n = pq and let IA = IB = {k | 1 < k < n, gcd(k, φ(n)) = 1}.
Then A(x)m = mx mod n and B(y)m = my mod n. Clearly, the two operators
commute and their inverses are given by operators of the same type. Other public
key cryptosystems can be used in a similar way. However, one usually avoids such
usage of a public key cryptosystem because this is too inefficient.
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